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Abstract In gasoline engines, including conventional gasoline direct injection (GDI) engines and newly
developed gasoline compression ignition (GCI) engines, flash boiling of the spray occurs during throttling
or low load operations. Superheated fuel that is injected into the cylinder, where the gas pressure is lower
than the fuel’s saturation vapor pressure, experiences a fast phase change. Plume interaction and spray
collapse can occur as a consequence of flash boiling. The structure of flashing spray has not been well
elucidated experimentally because of strong multiple-scattering effects in conventional laser sheet imaging
due to illumination of out-of-laser-plane droplets. Here, the structured laser illumination planar imaging
(SLIPI) is implemented for the first time to study flash boiling sprays. Both front-view and side-view cross-
sections are examined to reveal spray behaviors during collapsing events. A comparison of the reconstructed
3D spray volume by SLIPI and conventional laser sheet imaging clearly shows the advantage of SLIPI in
resolving the inner structure of the collapsed spray. The near-nozzle region on the injector axis is found to
be hollow, indicating that spray collapsing occurs a bit downstream of the nozzle instead of immediately
at the nozzle. This observation could not be obtained by conventional laser sheet imaging nor by diffused
back illumination (DBI) techniques. In this work, the central tip observed in the 2D DBI image at Rp=0.1
case has been proven to be not a ’central jet on injector axis’ formed due to radial collapse, but a longer
projection on the image caused by stronger adjacent plume circumferential interactions.
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Graphical abstract1

SLIPI Imagestack 3Dreconstruction

ResearchHighlights

p Collapsed spray shows hollow inner structure upstream the central jet.

p 3D structure is reported for flash boiling sprays.

p SLIPI resolves collapsed spray structure better than conventional laser sheet imaging.

1 Introduction2

Gasoline compression ignition (GCI) engines have attracted research attention because of their high effi-3

ciency and low emissions (Vallinayagam et al., 2018; Chang et al., 2012, 2013a,b). GCI engines utilize a4

new combustion process that using gasoline fuels under compression ignition operations. From a technology5

point of view, the configuration of GCI engines includes features of both compression ignition (CI) and6

spark ignition (SI) engines, including high compression ratio, a bowl-in piston geometry and a widened pent7

roof inclination to accommodate the spray pattern of the multi-hole injector. The spark plug is located at a8

distance from the centrally mounted injector to enable stratified charge spark ignition combustion. Overall,9

the foundation of the GCI concept is the multi-mode combustion strategies under various operating con-10

ditions. Until now, the GCI concept has been tested in research engines and requires further development11

activities to overcome several challenges such as cold-start catalyst light off, noise control at high load,12

transient combustion control, and carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions.13

The potential benefit of the GCI concept comes from adding the high efficiency of compression ignition14

(CI) to lower nitrogen oxide (NOx) and soot emissions. As against the SI engine concept, GCI enables15

’throttle-less fast combustion’ to provide great fuel savings and minimized carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.16
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Fig. 1 Map of Aramco’s GCI control modes.

The choice of the wider spray angle with a multi-hole configuration is related to the shape of the combustion17

bowl, which is preferred for attaining a higher compression ratio. The wider injection pattern compared to18

conventional narrow injection offers better air-entrainment in a diesel-like combustion bowl configuration,19

promoting better mixing and improved combustion. The other significant benefit is the operation at a higher20

compression ratio, which improves the efficiency compared to the best-in-class SI engine. The technology is21

less complicated than a diesel engine in that it requires lower injection pressure (maximum up to 500 bar22

) and could be less expensive. Moreover, the burden on after treatment is reduced because the focus is on23

reducing CO and HC emissions rather than NOx and soot emissions thereby offering additional economic24

benefits on the whole.25

Saudi Aramco has divided the GCI engine operation map into three regions with corresponding engine26

combustion modes: throttled stoichiometric spark ignition (SI), lean partially premixed compression ignition27

(CI), and lean mixing driven CI as shown in Figure 1. Details of this map can be found in (Raman et al.,28

2020). In the first zone of throttled stoichiometric SI mode, the engine is extremely throttled, and the air-29

fuel ratio is stoichiometric, which is similar to typical throttled operations of gasoline direct injection (GDI)30

spark ignition engines. During this operation mode, the fuel is introduced into the low-pressure ambient31

inside the engine cylinder, which enhances the flash boiling of the injected fuel.32

Flash boiling atomization is an effective means for generating fine droplets(Cleary et al., 2007; Sher33

et al., 2008). The temperature of the injected fuel can be quite high as the injectors are in thermal contact34

with the hot combustion chambers. At high temperatures, the saturation vapor pressure of the fuel is often35

significantly higher than the ambient pressure during injection. Especially when the engine is operated36

under low load conditions or throttling processes, there is a high chance that the gas pressure in the cylinder37

becomes lower than the preheated fuel’s saturation vapor pressure. Therefore, when the fuel is injected into38

the cylinder, the sudden depressurization will change the fuel into a superheated state, which is highly39

unstable. The fast phase change of the fuel forms bubbles in the liquid, and the rapid bubble breakup40

further enhances the atomization. When flash boiling occurs, spray characteristics, including penetration41

length, cone angle, droplet size, and spray structure dramatically change. The overall penetration length42

(Zeng et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019), cone angle (H. Kamoun, 2010;43

Mojtabi et al., 2014; Li et al., 2019) and droplet size (Zeng et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2019)44

of flash boiling sprays have been well documented. It should be noted that for the multi-hole injectors, spray45

collapse can be driven by flash boiling; while for other spray types, such as pressure swirl or hollow cone46
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injectors, there also exist contraction mechanisms that are not driven by flash boiling. An example of the47

latter can be found in the work of Stiehl et al.(Stiehl et al., 2016), where engine air flow can cause strong48

changes in spray shapes. Flash boiling can change the spray morphology, but it does not always lead to spray49

collapse, which also depends on the injector’s design. When spray collapse occurs under severe flash boiling50

conditions, the long penetration length and changed fuel trajectory compared with the injector’s original51

design could result in spray-wall impingement (Wang et al., 2018), which could have a negative impact on52

combustion efficiency. However, the structure of a collapsed spray under flash boiling conditions has not53

been experimentally well resolved, which prevents clear understanding of the spray collapse phenomenon.54

Tomographic methods and laser sheet imaging have been used by researchers to visualize spray struc-55

tures. A two-dimensional(2D) reconstruction was reported by (Cho et al., 2013), in which a 514 nm laser56

beam was used to sweep a spray cross-section and measure the transmission rate. The shape of the spray57

cross-section was reconstructed using maximum likelihood estimation from 18 projected views obtained by58

rotating the spray. (Parrish et al., 2010) implemented a planar line-of-sight laser extinction measurement59

in 2D tomography to study flash boiling sprays. They obtained eight view angles and used a maximum60

likelihood deconvolution scheme in the reconstruction framework. The same methods were later used by61

(Sivathanu et al., 2017) to identify the location of the centroid of a GDI spray plume. (Kristensson et al.,62

2012) used structured laser light illumination for extinction coefficient measurements. They captured 3663

projected views to reconstruct a cold 3D GDI spray by applying the filtered back-projection (FBP) al-64

gorithm. (Rogler et al., 2007) took a sequence of laser induced exciplex fluorescence (LIEF) images by65

traversing the laser sheet along the injector axis and used these slices for 3D high temperature vaporizing66

spray reconstruction. Most of the reported works were performed in 2D space, and there is a lack of works67

reporting the 3D collapsed spray structure under flash boiling conditions. Planar laser imaging has been68

widely implemented in flash boiling studies to reveal the inner structure of the spray. (Wu et al., 2019)69

performed laser sheet imaging perpendicular to the injector axis to show how the spray pattern varied70

from 10 mm to 60 mm downstream of the injector tip. (Zhang et al., 2011) and (Xu et al., 2013) studied71

flash boiling spray cross-section along the injector axis by employing laser-induced fluorescence and Mie-72

scattering. However, due to the high spray optical thickness (Du et al., 2019) under flash boiling conditions,73

the strong multiple-scattering effect can not be neglected. As shown in Figure 2, interference from out-of-74

plane droplets cannot be distinguished due to multiple scattering effects. Multiple scattering thus makes it75

difficult for conventional laser sheet imaging to verify whether or not the image represents the real spray76

structure, especially in the near nozzle region.77
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Fig. 2 Sketch of single (Is) and multiple (Im) scattering, with laser extinction and signal attenuation effects

Structured laser illumination planar imaging (SLIPI) was developed to suppress multiple scattering78

effects (Berrocal et al., 2008) such that a dense spray region can be resolved by planar imaging. (Leick79

et al., 2011) compared conventional laser sheet images and SLIPI images of gasoline and diesel sprays and80

showed that multiple scattering is the dominant contributor to the overall conventional laser sheet image.81

(Kristensson et al., 2011b) studied the 3D structure of an aerated water spray by a succession of SLIPI82

Mie images. (Mishra et al., 2019) studied the 3D mapping of droplet Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) within83

one plume of a multi-hole GDI spray by combining SLIPI with LIF/Mie method. They found overall good84

agreement with the phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) method. Due to the benefit of suppressing multiple85

scattering effects, this work utilized the SLIPI technique for the first time to study the collapsed dense86

sprays under flash boiling conditions.87

2 Experimental setup and diagnostics88

All experiments were performed in a large volume (27 liters) chamber, shown in Figure 3 (a), such that89

spray-wall interference could be avoided at low ambient gas density. A gasoline injector with a wide cone90

angle (110◦) specifically designed for a GCI engine was used. This injector was customized based on the91

Bosch HDEV5.2 GDI injector with ten holes (Figure 3 (d)) with 165 µm diameter. The injector can92

be mounted horizontally or vertically on the chamber side or top port, respectively, depending on the93

orientation of the target spray cross-section. An injector fixture with an internal channel for thermal bath94

fluid flow was designed (Figure 3 (c)) and connected with a heat exchanger to control the fuel temperature.95

According to the rate of injection measurements reported previously (Mohan et al., 2018), the hydraulic96

delay of this injector is 0.48 ms. Time after start of injection (Time aSOI) and time after start of excitation97

(Time aSOE) therefore has the following relation: T imeaSOI = T imeaSOE − 0.48ms. In the following98

sections, Time aSOE will be used to describe the timing of the transient spray event.99
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Fig. 3 (a) Optical setup: LaVision Imager HS 4M camera; LaVision SLIPI module; Nd-YAF 527nm double-pulse laser;
(b) Optical alignment in 2p-SLIPI module; (c) Injector fixture connected with a heat exchanger; (d) Injector nozzle hole
orientation; (e, f) Non-collapsing and collapsing spray with reference labeling and laser sheet orientation in side-view cross-
section case

In this work, 2phase-SLIPI (2p-SLIPI) was used. The main advantage of 2p-SLIPI is the possibility100

of keeping good spatial resolution while obtaining instantaneous images. More details about the 1p and101

2p-SLIPI techniques can be found in(Kristensson, 2012; Kristensson et al., 2014; Storch et al., 2016; Mishra102

et al., 2017). To implement 2p-SLIPI in this study, a 527nm double-pulse Nd-YLF (dual cavity) laser was103

used and the inter-frame delay was set at 3.15 µs. This double-pulse laser can be operated at a repetition104

rate of up to 2∗10kHz. The two perpendicularly polarized laser pulses go through a LaVision 2 phase-SLIPI105
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Table 1 Experimental details

Item Unit Value
Injector - 10-hole, 165 µm, 110◦

Fuel - Iso-octane
Injection duration ms 1

Ambient gas temperature ◦C 23

module (2P-SLIPI), which is composed of a half-wave plate, Ronchi grating, a beam displacer, and a series106

of optical lenses (Figure 3(b)). Firstly, the laser beam goes through the widening telescope consisting of a107

plano-concave lens (L1) and a biconvex lens (L2). The expanded laser beam then goes through the Ronchi108

grating and a beam displacer. After that, the plano-convex cylindrical lens (L3) compresses the laser beam109

and forms a thin laser sheet at the test region. The pattern created by the Ronchi grating is imaged along the110

vertical direction by a plano-convex cylindrical lens (L4). By adjusting the orientation of the beam displacer111

and the half-wave plate, the two structured laser sheet are spatially shifted such that the phase difference112

of their line patterns is at half-period. The Mie scattering images were captured by a LaVision high-speed113

camera operated in double-frame mode. Resolutions of 1080*1056 pixels (13.87pixels/mm) and 1100*1008114

pixels (13.35pixels/mm) were set at a repetition rate of 2 kHz, respectively, for the front-view and side-115

view cross-sectional experiments. Here, the front-view means that the laser sheet is perpendicular to the116

injector axis, and the side-view means that the laser sheet is parallel to the injector axis. The modulation117

period of the laser sheet was measured by using a cuvette filled with a fluorescent solution. This period118

value is then used for the image post-processing. Details about 2p-SLIPI image post-processing can be119

found in (Mishra et al., 2017; Stephan et al., 2019). In Mishra et al. (2017), unwanted local frequencies are120

rejected using a band-rejection filter while in Stephan et al. (2019), desired frequency are accepted by doing121

a low-pass Fourier filtering. In this work, the low-pass filtering was used in the Davis software. However, in122

terms of image quality, the first option is better as fewer image frequencies are suppressed.123

The experiments were performed with iso-octane fuel. The injection duration was fixed at 1 ms. Both124

side-view and front-view cross-sections of the spray were examined. In the side-view cross-section experi-125

ments, injection pressure, ambient gas pressure, and fuel temperature were varied to study their influence126

on the spray structure. As shown in Table 2, for each fuel temperature, the ambient pressures were chosen127

so that the pressure ratios went through the same standard pre-defined sequence for all three fuel tem-128

peratures. The laser sheet went through plumes 1 and 6, as labeled in Figure 3 (e,f). In the front-view129

cross-section experiments, fuel temperature (90 ◦C) and injection pressure (100 bar) were fixed, and the130

ambient gas pressure was changed from 4 kPa to 19 kPa. The ratio (Rp) of ambient gas pressure to satu-131

ration vapor pressure ranged from 0.05 to 0.25, covering the collapsing regime and the transitional regime132

as identified in our previous work (Du et al., 2019) by side-view diffused back illumination (DBI) and133

front-view Mie scattering. The laser sheet swept from 2 mm to 40 mm downstream of the injector tip in134

steps of 1 mm. Five repeats were conducted at each location, and the averaged images were used for the135

3D reconstruction. The 3D structure can help clarify the features obtained in our previous work (Du et al.,136

2019) by 2D optical diagnostic methods. A summary of the experimental conditions is given in Table 1,2137

and 3.138

3 Results and discussion139

3.1 SLIPI vs. conventional laser sheet imaging140

Different methods to characterize the flash boiling spray have been implemented in our previous work, such141

as side-view DBI, front-view Mie-scattering (volume illumination) (Du et al., 2019). In the current study, to142
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Table 2 Experimental conditions for side-view cross-section

Pinj(bar) Tfuel(
◦C) Pamb(kPa)

100
60 - - 4 6 7 8 11 14 17 20 22 25 28 34 39
90 4 8 12 15 19 23 31 39 46 54 62 69 77 92 108
120 9 18 26 35 44 53 70 88 105 122 140 158 175 210 245

50,150, 200 90 4 8 12 15 19 23 31 39 46 54 62 69 77 92 108
Rp = Pa/Ps

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.2 1.4

Note: laser sheet was parallel with the injector axis, and went through the plume 1-6 direction in Figure 3 (e)

Table 3 Experimental conditions for front-view cross-section

Pinj(bar) Tfuel(
◦C) Pamb(kPa)

100 90 4 8 12 15 19

Note: laser sheet was perpendicular to the injector axis, and swept from 2 mm to 40 mm downstream of the injector
tip at a step of 1 mm.

investigate the morphology and structure of flash boiling sprays, a conventional laser sheet imaging of the143

spray’s cross-section (front view and side view) and 2P-SLIPI diagnostics were used. In addition to this 2D144

imaging, 3D reconstruction was done from the multi-layer 2P-SLIPI scan by using the commercial software145

Avizo. Results are compared in this section to identify the differences and their corresponding benefits in146

understanding the spray collapse phenomenon due to flash boiling.147

Figure 4 (Du et al., 2019) shows the front-view Mie-scattering image and side-view DBI image for a148

collapsed spray (averaged from 5 repeats). These two methods are easy to setup and align. They can give149

overall information like penetration length, cone angle, and width of the spray. The front-view Mie-scattering150

image can easily indicate whether an adjacent plume interaction exists. The high-speed CMOS camera used151

for these methods gives a very high sampling rate for tracking the transient spray development process.152

However, it is difficult to discern the true structure inside the spray cone by these methods due to signal153

integration along the line of sight. Thus planar laser imaging was implemented for a better understanding154

of the collapsed spray structure.155
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Fig. 4 Comparison of front-view Mie-scattering image (color bar indicates intensity) and side-view DBI image (color bar
indicates optical thickness) at: Rp = 0.05, Tfuel = 90◦C, Pinj = 100bar, T imeaSOE = 1ms. Both methods use volume
illumination on the entire spray region (not a planar light source) and provide integrated information along the line-of-sight
(Du et al., 2019)

In the side-view cross-section imaging, the injector was mounted on the top side of the chamber and156

spray towards the downside. Both the camera and the laser sheet were oriented perpendicular to the157

chamber window, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The injector was adjusted to an orientation such that the laser158

sheet went through plumes 1 and 6, as demonstrated in Figure 3(e). To achieve better spatial resolution159

as well as to meet the requirements of a structured laser’s pattern period (> 10pixels), a region of interest160

was zoomed into half of the spray structure.161

Because the side-view cross-section only gives information of one direction (two opposite plumes at162

most), the interaction between plumes, which is essential in forming a collapsed spray, can not be elucidated.163

For this purpose, front-view cross-section imaging was performed. In this imaging campaign, the injector164

was mounted horizontally on the side of the chamber. Both the camera and the laser sheet were oriented165

perpendicular to the chamber window, as shown in Figure 3. The injector was adjusted to an orientation166

such that the plume directions were exactly as shown in Figure 3(e). For the same reason as with side-167

view cross-section imaging, the region of interest was zoomed into half of the spray. The fuel temperature168

and injection pressure were fixed at 90 ◦C and 100 bar, respectively. Rp varied from 0.05 to 0.25. The169

cross-sectional scan was performed from 2 mm to 40 mm downstream of the injector tip at a 1 mm step.170
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Fig. 5 Modulated laser sheet image and post-processed SLIPI image (color bars indicate intensity) at: Rp = 0.05, Tfuel =
90◦C, Pinj = 100bar, T imeaSOE = 1ms, front-view cross-section at 10 mm downstream of injector tip;

Figure 5 shows the modulated laser sheet images (with the phase difference at half of the pattern’s171

period) taken in double-frame mode and the SLIPI image post-processed using the following steps. Firstly172

the two frames were subtracted and the absolute value of their subtraction was deduced |I1 − I2|. Then173

low-pass filtering was applied to remove the residual line structures to obtain the final 2p-SLIPI image.174

Figure 6 shows a comparison of 2P-SLIPI and conventional laser sheet imaging for the same case and175

same time instant shown in Figure 4 . Hereafter, all the cross-section images were averaged from 5 repeats176

in which the laser comes from left to the right. It should be noted that here the ‘conventional laser sheet177

imaging’ is a virtual reconstructed image by averaging the double frames captured with SLIPI optics. The178

left and right side of the figure are therefore from the same experiment and can be compared in intensity.179

As can be seen from the intensity scale, 2P-SLIPI has a much lower intensity than the conventional laser180

sheet image. It means that multiple scattering signal is very strong and is efficiently suppressed by the181

SLIPI method. A similar conclusion was drawn by (Leick et al., 2011). In front-view cross-section imaging,182

at 10 mm downstream of injector tip, the multiple scattering signal accounts for almost half of the captured183

signal in conventional laser sheet image. The hollow part at the center of the spray cone observed by 2P-184

SLIPI was not resolved by conventional laser sheet imaging. The diffused outer region seen in the front185

view can be identified as the recirculation vortex on the outer side of the spray tip in the side view. In186

side-view cross-section imaging, in the near-nozzle region, multiple scattering effects are even stronger than187

in the far-field. The conventional laser sheet imaging suggests that the inner zone is fully occupied by188

the collapsed central jet, whereas the SLIPI reconstructions reveals that this is actually not the case. In189

fact, there is very little fuel directly below the injector tip; only after a certain distance (depending on the190

ambient conditions and nozzle configuration) is a significant amount of fuel seen around the injector axis.191
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Fig. 6 Comparison of 2P-SLIPI and conventional laser sheet imaging (color bars indicate intensity) at: Rp = 0.05,
Tfuel = 90◦C, Pinj = 100bar, T imeaSOE = 1ms; a,b) are front-view cross-section at 10 mm downstream of injector tip;
c,d) are side-view cross-section

From the front-view cross-sectional scan, the 3D spray volume can be reconstructed from both conven-192

tional laser sheet imaging and SLIPI images. Figure 7 shows a comparison of 3D spray by the two methods193

from different views. The SLIPI results show a collapsed central jet, which starts on mid-way of the plume194

and forms a hollow zone on the nozzle side. However, 3D volume reconstructed from the conventional laser195

sheet imaging shows an unresolved solid zone inside the spray cone, which is not good for understanding196

the collapsing behavior. Therefore, the 2P-SLIPI results are used in discussion in the following sections.197
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Injector tip

Fig. 7 3D volume rendering based on intensity value of the case : Rp = 0.05, Tfuel = 90◦C, Pinj = 100bar, T imeaSOE =
1ms. left: 3D reconstructed from 2P-SLIPI; right: 3D reconstructed from conventional laser sheet imaging. Top and bottom
show different views of the reconstructed spray volume. (Axis units/mm)

Laser extinction, signal attenuation and multiple scattering are the three most important factors that198

limit the quality of spray imaging. Here, only multiple scattering effect is suppressed, the other two factors’199

effects are not corrected. This is why higher intensity values are found on the left side (laser entrance200

side) of SLIPI images. But the extinction effect only affects the relative light intensity. It does not dis-201

able the ability to resolve the hollow structures existing in the collapsed spray, which is the main target202

of this work. In future work, to obtain more quantitative measurements, extinction correction can be203

done by using dual-SLIPI(Kristensson et al., 2011a), combined side-scattering detection and transmission204

measurement(Wellander et al., 2011; Mishra et al., 2020),or 3D Tomo-SLITI(structured laser illumination205

transmission imaging)(Kristensson et al., 2012).206
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3.2 Influence of ambient gas pressure207

3.2.1 Side-view cross-section208

Figure 8 shows the side-view cross-sectional spray development from 1 ms aSOE to 4.5 ms aSOE, with209

Rp varying from 0.05 to 0.25, which corresponds to the collapsing regime and transitional regime identified210

by side-view DBI and front-view Mie scattering in (Du et al., 2019). Each spray image is independently211

normalized to increase the visibility of the spray structure, even after the end of the injection. In the212

strongest collapse case (Rp = 0.05), a central jet was formed already at T imeaSOE = 1ms. The collapsed213

central jet started from the middle of the plume and formed a hollow part between the injector tip and214

the starting point of the central jet. A big vortex is observed outside the spray cone from the curled plume215

front. However, when Rp was increased to 0.1, the central jet occurred late. It was barely observed at 1.5 ms216

aSOE and it became obvious at 2 ms aSOE. When Rp was further increased, the central jet was not found217

even after the end of injection. But the spray plume radially collapsed/expanded towards the injector axis.218

At Rp = 0.2, with this collapsing behavior, the plume bent inwardly and outwardly at the upstream and219

downstream, respectively. Then this curled plume developed into vortexes both inside and outside the spray220

cone. When Rp was further increased to 0.25, a double twisted plume was observed after the end of the221

spray. Figure 9 shows all the cases (with Rp from 0.05 to 1.4) covering the collapsing regime, transitional222

regime and non-flashing regime. When Rp was increased, the bending effect on the plume became weak223

and a straight plume along its designated direction was observed during its entire lifetime.224
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Fig. 8 Influence of ambient gas pressure on the side-view cross-section of spray at Time aSOE from 1 ms to 4.5 ms with a
step of 0.5 ms(from top to bottom). Rp varied from 0.05 to 0.25(from left to right). Color bar indicates normalized intensity
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Fig. 9 Influence of ambient gas pressure on the side-view cross-section of spray at Time aSOE from 1 ms to 4.5 ms with
a step of 0.5 ms. Rp covers all cases. Color bar indicates normalized intensity. Videos that animate spray development are
included as supplementary material(S1).

Figure 10 provides sketches that indicate the spray structures of the collapsing and transitional regimes.225

For this injector, before the end of the injection, the collapsed spray (a) had two major features: an outer226

peripheral vortex and a central jet starting at the middle. After the end of injection (c), the main vortex227

was observed. For the transitional regime, when Rp was relatively low, a slightly curled plume was observed228

before the end of injection (b). Then the curled part developed into two opposite vortices after the end of229

injection (d). When Rp was relatively high, the two opposite vortices did not form, instead, a more curled230

plume was observed as shown by the gray part (d).231
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Fig. 10 Spray structures: a,b) before end of injection; c,d) after end of injection; a,c) collapsing; b,d) transitional

At 1 ms aSOE, the central jet was observed only in the case of Rp = 0.05. Starting from Rp = 0.1, the232

central jet was not observed at this moment. However, in side-view DBI, from Rp = 0.1 to 0.2 (T imeaSOI =233

0.3ms, namely T imeaSOE = 0.78ms, earlier than this moment), a slightly longer tip was observed on the234

centerline of the 2D spray image (Du et al., 2019). Due to plume overlapping along the line of sight by DBI,235

it is difficult to judge whether this tip indicates a central jet along the injector axis. Although the cross-236

sectional laser sheet imaging in this section indicates that the central jet does not exist in these cases, more237

effort is required to answer how this longer central tip in the DBI method was observed. This phenomenon238

will be explored in the next section.239

3.2.2 Front-view cross-section240

Figure 11 shows a comparison of front-view spray cross-section under different conditions at 20 mm down-241

stream of the injector tip. Each subplot is independently normalized to clearly show the spray’s cross-242

sectional structure. Rows indicate time aSOE at 1 ms, 1.5 ms, and 2 ms. Columns indicate different Rp243

conditions. The plots clearly show that at Rp = 0.25, the adjacent plumes interaction started in one of244

the plume pairs. This interaction then developed between all adjacent plume pairs over time. When the245

ambient gas pressure decreased, the adjacent plume interaction occurred in all plume pairs at Rp = 0.1. The246

fuel distribution dramatically changed from the original plume footprint at 1 ms aSOE. Fuel accumulation247
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occurred on the central plane of the adjacent original plumes. As time passed to 1.5 ms aSOE, another248

circular layer with diluted fuel distribution on the periphery was observed. At 2 ms aSOE, all plumes249

merged together at this location. When Rp was decreased further to 0.05, the central part on the injector250

axis was occupied by fuel at 1 ms aSOE. Then, the cross-section developed into a double layer pattern at251

1.5 ms aSOE.252
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Fig. 11 Influence of ambient gas pressure on front-view cross-section (20 mm downstream of the injector tip) of spray at
Time aSOE from 1 ms to 2 ms with a step of 0.5 ms. Color bar indicates normalized intensity.a) T imeaSOE = 1ms; b)
T imeaSOE = 1.5ms; c) T imeaSOE = 2ms
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Fig. 12 Cross-section at different locations: T imeaSOE = 1ms, Rp = 0.05, Tfuel = 90◦C, Pinj = 100bar. Color bar
indicates intensity.

Figure 12 shows the spray cross-section at different locations downstream of the injector tip. To gain a253

more straight forward and overall picture of how the spray structure changes with ambient gas conditions,254

the 3D volume of the spray was reconstructed from the multi-layer scans (2 mm to 40 mm downstream of255

the injector tip in 1 mm steps). Since the laser’s energy was fixed during scanning along the injector axis,256

the original SLIPI image’s absolute intensity was used for the reconstruction. The 3D intensity distribution257

can also qualitatively indicate the liquid fuel’s distribution. The 3D volume and corresponding side view are258

shown in Figure 13. At 4 kPa (Rp = 0.05), the liquid fuel detaches from the spray cone on mid-way of the259

penetration and collapses towards the injector axis, forming a hollow zone on the near-nozzle side. This can260

also be confirmed from the side-view cross-section in Figure 8. The outer circular layer observed previously261

in the front-view cross-section in Figure 11 at Rp = 0.05 and 0.1 (T imeaSOE = 1.5ms) was due to the262

vortex formed on the spray’s periphery. The new jets generated between the original plumes observed by263

front-view Mie-scattering (Figure 4) are clearly elucidated by 3D reconstruction. By flash boiling, original264

plumes became wider and interacted with adjacent plumes. Two adjacent plumes merged together on their265

center plane and formed a new spine.266
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Fig. 13 Reconstructed 3D spray volume at 1 ms aSOE.

As stated above, the central jet was not observed when 0.1 6 Rp 6 0.2 at 1 ms aSOE. This observation267

was confirmed by the 3D spray volume reconstructed from the front-view cross-section. But looking at268

the side-view(second row of Figure 13) of the reconstructed 3D volume, a small tip (with a slightly longer269

penetration length) was found on the centerline in these cases, which is similar to that observed by side270

view DBI method (Du et al., 2019). From the 3D volume, it can be easily found that this small tip is formed271

by adjacent plume interaction between plumes 5 & 6 and 1 & 10 (Figure 3). These two pairs have smaller272

inter-plume angles than the other pairs(Du et al., 2020). Therefore these two pairs had stronger plume273

interactions and formed a new spine with longer penetration. In the DBI experiments, the orientation was274

such that the optical axis is along the line connecting the 5’ and 10’ positions. This unintentional orientation275

made the new ’plume’ 5′ and 10′ look like a central jet on the injector axis, but actually they were not.276

Similar to Rp = 0.1, the Rp = 0.15 case also had a bowl shape spray. All plumes merged together due277

to plume interactions, forming a closed cone. Due to asymmetry of the distribution of the nozzle holes,278

when Rp was increased to 0.2 and 0.25, severe plume interactions still existed between plume pairs 5&6279

and 1&10 but the adjacent plume interaction between other pairs was less obvious.280

3.3 Influence of fuel temperature281

Figure 14 shows the spray at 60, 90, 120◦C fuel temperature. In Figure 14 (b), with very close ambient282

gas pressures (17, 19, 18 kPa), the fuel temperature dominated Rp due to its influence on the satura-283

tion pressure. The spray structure changed from non-collapsing to collapsing when the fuel temperature284

was increased.The strong flash boiling reduced spray penetration and widened the plumes. When Rp was285

maintained by changing ambient gas pressure Pamb with varied fuel temperature (Figure 14(a)), the spray286

structure changed slightly (more collapsed). This phenomenon suggests that Rp is a dominant factor of287

spray structure due to its impact on flash boiling intensity. However, fuel temperature and ambient gas288

pressure also play roles from gas dynamics perspective on spray structure, although this impact is not as289

strong as Rp. In Figure14(a), the increased aerodynamic resistance from the higher ambient gas pressure290

and the facilitated spray breakup due to lower viscosity at higher fuel temperature, result in a slower and291

shorter plume penetration. Figure 14 (c) compares two cases that are representative of real engine flash boil-292

ing conditions. With very close ambient gas pressures (53 kPa and 54 kPa for 90 and 120◦C, respectively),293
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the higher fuel temperature results in stronger flash boiling and more expanded plumes. The larger plume294

volume leads to better fuel-air mixing. In real engines, the gasoline fuel has much higher vapor pressure295

than iso-octane, and thus the flash boiling phenomenon would be more intense and the plume expansion296

would be more obvious compared to Figure 14 (c).297
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Fig. 14 Influence of ambient gas temperature on side-view cross-section of spray at Time aSOE from 1 ms to 4.5 ms
with a step of 0.5 ms. Tfule = 60, 90, 120◦C from left to right. (a) Rp is kept the same for different fuel temperatures,
Pamb = 4, 12, 26kPa respectively; (b) Ambient gas pressures are very close, at 17 kPa, 19 kPa, 18 kPa respectively; (c)
Engine-related conditions. Color bar indicates for normalized intensity.
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3.4 Influence of injection pressure298

Figure 15 shows the influence of injection pressure on the spray structure at Rp = 0.05. At lower injection299

pressure, a central jet is more obvious and longer than in the higher injection pressure cases. At an injection300

pressure of 200 bar, the central jet does not exist and only a bowl-shaped spray structure is found with301

an outwardly reversing back vortex on the periphery. In the high injection pressure case, due to higher302

droplet velocity along the nozzle-hole axis and higher rate of injection, the penetration length along the303

spray cone is longer and a vortex with a larger size is observed. These different behaviors have a significant304

influence on the fuel distribution: in the low injection pressure cases, the fuel tends to collapse onto the305

injector axis; in the high injection pressure cases, a significant amount of fuel keeps following the spray cone306

and the large vortex may also improve fuel-air mixing. Figure 16 includes two more cases that show the307

influence of injection pressure on spray development. A higher injection pressure results in faster and longer308

spray penetration, but tremendous change in spray structure is not observed. This is because the spray309

behavior is driven both by flash boiling and mechanical atomization (i.e., instability of the liquid jet and310

aerodynamic forces)(Weber and Leick, 2014). Higher injection pressures increase the relative contribution311

of mechanical atomization. The changes in spray morphology due to flash boiling are less pronounced when312

Rp is increased or when injection pressure is increased.313
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Fig. 15 Influence of injection pressure on side-view cross-section of spray at Time aSOE from 1 ms to 4.5 ms with a step
of 0.5 ms. Rp = 0.05(Pamb = 4kPa), Tfuel = 90◦C. Color bar indicates normalized intensity.
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Fig. 16 Influence of injection pressure on side-view cross-section of spray at Time aSOE from 1 ms to 4.5 ms with a step
of 0.5 ms. Tfuel = 90◦C. Color bar stands for normalized intensity. (a)Rp = 0.05;(b)Rp = 0.15;(c)Rp = 0.3. Animation
that shows spray development is included as supplementary material(S2).

4 Conclusions314

The structure of flash boiling sprays was analyzed by side-view and front-view cross-sectional imaging.315

The detailed 2D SLIPI cross-section image and the reconstructed 3D spray volume at different ambient316

conditions gave a clear understanding of the occurrence and development of spray collapse behaviors under317

flash boiling conditions. The following conclusions are made based on the results and discussion:318

– Conventional laser sheet imaging suffers from a strong multiple scattering signal. 2P-SLIPI suppresses319

this multiple-scattering effect and provides better capability to resolve flash boiling spray structures.320

– For this large spray cone GCI prototype injector, spray collapse was found to occur in the middle of321

the spray penetration for the tested conditions, leaving a hollow part inside the spray cone below the322

injector tip. However, for small spray cone angle injectors, this hollow part may not be there.323

– The slightly longer central tip observed by side-view DBI methods for 0.1 6 Rp 6 0.2 cases at 1 ms324

aSOE, was clarified by 3D reconstruction as a result of the asymmetric distribution of the nozzle holes325

and the circumferential collapse between two adjacent plumes which have relatively small space between326

them. Conclusions about spray structure should be carefully made based on line-of-sight techniques like327

DBI, especially when the nozzle-hole distribution is not symmetric.328
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